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Outline of the presentation
Hyperaccretion and nucleosynthesis in GRB engines
• Observational motivation. Short gamma ray bursts, kilonovae.

Binary neutron star merger detection.
• Where do the gamma rays come from. A few words about

jets. Unified picture of how jets are produced. Accretion onto
black hole.
• Modeling of black hole accretion flows. Theoretical tools.

Conditions in the hyper-accreting disk in the GRB central
engine.
• Radioactive decay. Where do the heavy elements come from.

Nuclear reaction networks. Numerical tools.
• Winds and uncollimated outflows from accretion disk. Few

recent results. R-process nucleosynthesis in the GRB disk
winds. Can we produce Kilonova?

Gamma ray bursts

• Rapid, bright flashes of radiation peaking in the gamma-ray

band
• Occur at an average rate of one event per day at cosmological

distances.
• Characterized by a collimated relativistic outflow pushing

through the interstellar medium.
• Powered by a central engine.

Two types of Gamma Ray Burst progentiors

• Short GRBs:

mergers
• Long GRBs:

collapsing massive
stars
• Both involve jets

launched through
accretion onto
black hole

Short GRBs

• Leading candidates include mergers of NSNS and NSBH

systems.
• Numerical simulations of mergers using SPH code (Korobkin

et al. 2012) or GR MHD (Rezzola et al. 2014).
• An alternative candidate is accretion induced collapse of a NS

to BH.
• A small fraction of short GRBs can be the giant flares of soft

gamma-ray repeaters in nearby galaxies.

Gravitational waves

• Accelerating objects generate changes in the spacetime

curvature, which propagate ouwards with the speed of light
• These propagating ripples are known as gravitational waves
• Observer will find the spacetime distorted. Strain is

displacement between particles in the detector, relative to a
reference length
• Discovered in 2015. Nobel prize: Thorne, Weiss, Barish

(2017)

GW 170817: Fermi-GBM observation

Left: LIGO. Right: FERMI-GBM observation of the GW 170818A event.
Time delay 1.74 sec (Goldstein et al., 2017, ApJL). Isotropic energy
Eγ,iso ∼ 5.38x1045 erg, peak energy 82 keV

Binary neutron star merger: HMNS

Baiotti & Rezzolla, 2016

Kilonova: GW-GRB 170817
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Left: Cowperthwaite et al., 2017. Data from HST, Gemini, and DECam.
Right: cartoon by A. Kathirgamaraju et al. (2018)
• Dynamical ejecta from compact binary mergers, Mej ∼ 0.01M , can
emit about 1040 − 1041 erg/s in a timescale of 1 week
• Subsequent accretion onot BH can provide bluer emission, if it is
not absorbed by precedent ejecta (Tanaka M., 2016)
• Competitive models for GRB: top-hat jet, structured jet, cocoon...

Puzzle. Electromagnetic counterparts of GW 170817
• Gravitational waves first discovered with the detection of

•

•

•

•

binary black hole mergers and they should also be detectable
from neutron star mergers.
The source GW170817 arose from a binary neutron star
merger in the nearby Universe with a relatively well confined
sky position and distance estimate of 40 Mpc.
NS-NS predicted to eject material rich in heavy radioactive
isotopes. Can power an electromagnetic signal called
’kilonova’ (e.g. Li & Paczynski 1998; see Tanvir, 2013,
Nature)
A rapidly fading electromagnetic transient in the galaxy
NGC4993, was spatially coincident with GW170817 and a
weak short gamma-ray burst (e.g., Smartt et al. 2017; Zhang
et al. 2017, Granot et al. 2017).
X-ray, Optical, IR and UV emission was observed from a
half-day up to weeks after the event. Maximum X: 250 d; Also
radio (after 16 days, max at 200 d; Alexander et al. 2018).

Where do the gamma rays come from?

• Beamed explosion, after the merger, or star’s collapse.
• In the fireball, the energy generated in relativistic shocks leads

to the synchrotron and Inverse Compton emission.
• Prompt radiation is produced in gamma rays
• External shocks via interaction with ambient medium produce

afterglows (see Piran 2005)

GRB jets

• Progenitors models must account for the energy of explosion

(1049 − 1052 ergs) released in a few seconds.
• The beaming factor, (1 − cos θj ), reduces the required energy

Eγ .
• Estimations of jet angle possible from the break time in the

afterglow, density of ambient medium and shock efficiency
(Piran 2002)

Astrophysical jets

• Jet acceleration mechanisms invoke: thermal expansion,

radiation pressure, and magnetic fields plus disk/black hole
rotation (Fragile, 2008)
• By analogy to pulsar magnetosphere, the field lines accelerate
charged particles. Poynting flux is driving the rotational
energy of the star (Goldreich & Julian 1969; Blandford &
Znajek 1977)
• Black hole magnetosphere develops from seed magnetic field
in the differentially rotating disk (Thorne et al. 1986)
• Jet collimation mechanisms invoke thick corona, pressure
gradients, toroidal magnetic fields

Black hole accretion models
• Satisfy the basic equations of hydrodynamics
• Continuity equation
• Energy equation
• Conservation of momentum (radial transport, rotation)
• Supplement with equation of state. Simplest case: ideal gas
• Describe dissipation of energy, simplest case: α-disk, stress

scales with pressure (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). Mimics the
angular momentum transport by (MHD) turbulences

Hyperaccretion
• Hyperaccretion: rates of 0.01-10 M /s
• Densities 107 − 1012 g cm−3 , temperatures 1010 − 1011 K
• EOS is not ideal, plasma composed of n, p, e + , e −
• Chemical and pressure balance required by nuclear reactions

Steady state and time-dependent models were proposed from
1990’s with α-disks (NDAFs)
Popham et al. 1999; Di Matteo et al. 2002; Kohri et al. 2002, 2005;
Chen & Beloborodov 2007; Reynoso et al. 2006; Janiuk et al. 2004;
2007; 2010; Lei et al. 2009; Liang et al. 2015;

Modeling of accretion. GR MHD simulations
HARM code: High Accuracy Relativistic Magnetohydrodynamics
(Gammie et al. 2003). The code provides solver for continuity and
energy-momentum conservation equations in GR:
∇µ (ρu µ ) = 0

∇µ T µν = 0

Energy tensor contains in general electromagnetic and gas parts:
µν
µν
T µν = Tgas
+ TEM
µν
Tgas
= ρhu µ u ν + pg µν = (ρ + u + p)u µ u ν + pg µν

1
∗ µν
µν
TEM
= b 2 u µ u ν + b 2 g µν − b µ b ν ; b µ = uν F
2
where u µ is four-velocity of gas, u is internal energy density, and
b µ = 12 εµνρσ uν Fρσ and F is the electromagnetic tensor. In
force-free approximation, Eν = uµ F µν = 0. EOS in simplest case is
that of ideal gas
p = K ργ = (γ − 1)u

Magnetically driven jet

• If the black hole starts

fastly rotate, jet ejection
is inevitable
• The presence of magnetic

fields power the jet
acceleration
• Blandford-Znajek process
• In addition, for GRBs

anihillation of
neutrino-antintineutrino
pairs

Janiuk, Mioduszewski, Moscibrodzka (2013, ApJ, 776, 105)

Power source for GRB
Source of power of the GRB central engine:
Black hole rotation, mediated by magnetic fields.
Rotational velocity of the magnetic field ΩF = Ftθ/Fθφ
Angular frequency of the black hole ΩBH = (a/2) 1 +
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Left: Janiuk A. (2017, ApJ, 837, 39);
Right: Sapountzis & Janiuk (2019, ApJ, 873, 12)
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Equation of state
In the EOS, contribution to the pressure is by the free nuclei and
e + − e − pairs, helium, radiation and the trapped neutrinos:
P = Pnucl + PHe + Prad + Pν
Pnucl includes free neutrons, protons, and the electron-positrons:
Pnucl = Pe− + Pe+ + Pn + Pp
with
√


1
2 2 (mi c 2 )4 5/2
β
F3/2 (ηi , βi ) + βi F5/2 (ηi , βi )
Pi =
3π 2 (~c)3 i
2
where Fk are the Fermi-Dirac integrals of the order k, and ηe , ηp and ηn
are the reduced chemical potentials, ηi = µi /kT , ηe+ = −ηe − 2/βe .
Relativity parameters: βi = kT /mi c 2 . EOS computed numerically by
solving the balance of nuclear reactions (Yuan Y.-F. 2005)

Number densities and reaction rates

Γp+e − →n+νe

=

Γp+e − ←n+νe

=

Γn+e + →p+ν̄e

=

Γn+e + ←p+ν̄e

=

Γn→p+e − +ν̄e

=

Γn←p+e − +ν̄e

=

Z ∞
1
2
|M|
dEe Ee pe (Ee − Q)2 fe (1 − be fνe ), (1)
2π 3
Q
Z ∞
1
2
|M|
dEe Ee pe (Ee − Q)2 (1 − fe )be fνe , (2)
2π 3
ZQ∞
1
|M|2
dEe Ee pe (Ee + Q)2 fe + (1 − be fν̄e ), (3)
2π 3
me
Z ∞
1
2
|M|
dEe Ee pe (Ee + Q)2 (1 − fe + )be fν̄e , (4)
2π 3
me
Z Q
1
|M|2
dEe Ee pe (Q − Ee )2 (1 − fe )(1 − be fν̄(5)
e ),
2π 3
me
Z Q
1
2
|M|
dEe Ee pe (Q − Ee )2 fe be fν̄e .
(6)
2π 3
me

where Q = (mn − mp )c 2 . fe,νe are the distribution functions The factor
be reflects the percentage of the partially trapped neutrinos.

Microphysics in GRB central engine
• Hyperaccretion requires detailed

description of microphysics
(degenarate Fermi gas EOS,
with P(ρ, T ) non-linear
dependences
• Matter is neutronized,

Ye = np /(np + nn ) < 0.5
• Matter is cooled by neutrino

emission
• Our code HARM-COOL

available (Janiuk, A., 2017); see
www.cft.edu.pl/astrofizyka

Nucleosynthesis

M.

Burbidge,

B 2 FH

• stars: pp and CNO cycles, He

fusion; triple-α reactions,
Carbon, Oxygen fusion... Ne,
Mg, up to 26 Fe and 28 Ni
• supernovae: s-process, and

proton capture, from
42 Mo

29 Cu

• r-process: fast streams of

neutrons; Pt, Au, U, Th

up to

Heavy elements: r-process nucleosynthesis
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Left: Nucleosynthesis of rprocess elements in NS-NS
merger
(Korobkin et al. 2012)

Where do the heaviest elements come from?

Nuclear reaction networks
• Thermonuclear fusion proceeds vis capture or release of n, p,

α or γ.
• The sequence of reactions leads to formation of subsequent

isotopes
• The network code has to solve set of standard differential

equations for the reaction rates and isotope yields (Euler
method, i.e. Wallerstein et al. 1997)
• The isotope abundances are computed under the conservation

of nucleon number density and charge neutrality. The
condition ΣAi Yi = 1 has to be obeyed, with Yi = ni /(ρNA )
• Integrated cross-sections for nuclear reactions (i.e.

electron-positron capture, neutron decay, photodissociacion)
are functions of temperature, kT .
• System is solved at a given mass density, temperature, and

electron fraction, Ye = np /(np + nn )

Elements synthesized in GRB engines

Nucleosynthesis within the torus accreting onto BH, under nuclear
statistical equlibrium (Janiuk A., 2014, A&A, 568, 105). These results
are based on density, temperature and Ye profiles from 1-D model and
postprocessed with code by B. Meyer (1994).
(see also Fujimoto 2004; Surman & McLaughlin 2004; 2006; Metzger,
Thomson & Quataert 2008).

Elements synthesized in GRB disk, under NSE

Nucleosynthesis within the torus accreting onto BH, under nuclear
statistical equlibrium. Input data, ρ, T, Ye , taken from 2D
GR-MHD simulation (Janiuk 2017, ApJ)
Numerics provided by the library of C codes libnucnet; see Hix &
Meyer (2004), Meyer et al. (1998)

Beyond NSE. Wind outflow

Tracing outflows from disk
• Define the tracers while initializing the GR MHD simulation.
• In every grid cell check first, if the density is larger than some

minimum value and pick all the particles which are embedded
in the densest parts of the flow.
• Update the positions of tracers according to their new

(contravariant) velocity components.
• Tracking the moving particle, record their coordinates, density,

temperature, and electron fraction, used later to compute the
nucleosynthesis.

Code Skynet
• We use the data from our simulated particle trajectories:

density and electron fraction on the tracers,
• Give input to the nuclear reaction network performed using

SkyNet (Lippuner & Roberts 2017),
• Code apable to trace the nucleosynthesis in the rapid neutron

capture process, icluding self-heating
• Involves large database of over a thousand isotopes

Abundances

Relative abundances of isotopes synthesized in torus winds for two BH
spin and two magnetic field normalisations: a=0.6, 0.9; β = 10, 100
Janiuk & Korobkin (2019, in prep.)

Supercomputing

Warsaw University, ICM: cluster Okeanos 1084 computing nodes
with 24 Intel Xeon CPU cores with a 2-way Hyper Threading.
PL-Grid infrastructure: Cyfronet AGH in Krakow; cluster
Prometheus
Skynet postprocessing: Local CFT-PAS cluster, 1 node, 32 CPU.
Parallel-Python computations

Summary
• We implemented the nuclear EOS with the Fermi gas of e,n,p,

•
•

•

•
•

to the HARM GRMHD scheme and compute the evolution of
black hole accretion flows in GRB engines
We optimized the HARM-COOL code performance, and
tested on supercomputers
The r − process nucleosynthesis, motivated by the recently
discovered electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational
waves, is studied via nuclear reaction network. Extrapolation
of outflow trajectories, computed within the HARM models,
can provide observationally testable results.
We obtain a weak dependence on black hole parameters for
the nucleosynthesis yields of lighter elements (A less than 80)
synthesized in the accretion disk
Elements up to A ∼ 200 are produced in disk ejecta, whose
masses are about 0.0007-0.005 M
Results are sensitive to disk magnetisation

Can we produce a kilonova?

• Mass is ejected from the binary merger system as a result of

dynamics (due to shock heating) or secular process
(magnetically or neutrino-driven winds)
• More ejected mass results in higher rate of synthesis of

elements.
• Radioactivity of unstable isotopes synthesized in post-merger

ejecta will give rise to a macro- or kilonova emission.
Radiative transfer computations needed.
• The kilonova candidates distinguish from supernovae, by

fainter magnitudes, redder colors, and faster time evolution.
• Eccentric mergers may occur in dense stellar systems, such as

globular cluters. Thus the amount of mass can be maximized.

Global picture in short GRBs

Potential electromagnetic counterparts of compact object binary
mergers as a function of the observer viewing angle. Rapid
accretion of a centrifugally supported disk (blue) powers a
collimated relativistic jet, which produces a short GRB. (Metzger
& Berger 2012).

Neutron Star mergers Search for Gold and gravitational
waves

Possibility: PhD program at Doctoral School Geoplanet, joint
between Center for Theoretical Physics and Copernicus
Astronomical Center
Project title Nucleosynthesis in accretion disks around black holes
(co-sup AJ & M. Bejger).
See announcement on www.camk.edu.pl/pl/phd-theses
Application deadline March 31, 2019.

Astrophysics group at CTP PAS
• Currently: PhD student, Ishika Palit; Visiting scholar, Martin

Kolos
• Former PhD student: Mikolaj Grzedzielski (2013-2018; now

post-doc in Turino)
• Former postdocs: Szymon Charzynski (2015-2017, now

lecturer at Warsaw University); Petra Sukova (2013-2016,
now research associate at Astronomical Institute in Prague);
Kostas Sapountzis (2016-2018), now building his own group
in Athens
• Collaborations: Relativistic Astrophysics group in Prague (V.
Karas); Copernicus Astronomical Center in Warsaw (M.
Bejger); Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico (Oleg
Korobkin); Nijmegen University (M. Moscibrodzka)
... please visit our website
www.cft.edu.pl/astrofizyka

